
1 INT. CAVERN 1

The character awakens in the middle of a large cavern,

lanterns glow faintly as he looks around

BLANK

Where...... am I? Where..... is

this?

The player then is allowed to move around, learning the

movement controls and the interacting controls, interact and

run.

The player takes the first few moments to explore the

cavern, there are many rooms around to explore, but the only

items that are pertinent to the plot are within one of three

rooms.

The first room that can be generated is a hallway contained

rows of coffins on the walls. The player can inspect the

coffins to view the several kinds of skeletons inside.

BLANK

A catacomb? Who are these people?

or..... were?

At the end of this room is a pedestal with a knife stabbed

into it with a ripped piece of bloody cloth.

BLANK

Agh! My....head!

Once the item had been found a memory will play, two shadows

are seen and one stabs the other.

The player will now see part of their body revealed, a shirt

with a bloody stain on it.

BLANK

What was that? Was.....I.....?

(This will go into the good and bad ending)

The second room is near the stairs, and contains an empty

fountain. Their is a small stream of water around the

fountain.

BLANK

This place......feels......familiar

In this room there is a pocket watch at the bottom of the

fountain

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 2.

The memory that play is two people, again clad in shadow,

shaking hands in a room filled with books

The player is now wearing a sports coat

BLANK

I can.....remember.... something

(This leads into the neutral and good endings)

The third room is the furthest from the beginning of the

cavern. It is a room filled with grass and vines covering

statues. A brooch is able to be found in the corner.

The memory that plays is in a garden, two people are holding

hands, one is given a gift.

BLANK

Such a small thing..... can hold

such memories

(This leads to the neutral and bad endings)

Once one of the items has been found the other items will

disappear, and the player will be able to find the key that

unlocks the door at the top of the stairs.

BLANK

A key? The door at the

stairway.....

The player then unlocks the door and proceeds to act 2


